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Executive Summary
The Pittsburgh metropolitan statistical
area’s economy has changed
considerably following the significant
structural adjustments to the steel
industry, and to manufacturing more
generally, that occurred roughly
40 years ago. This report evaluates the
performance of Pittsburgh’s economy
since these events along a number of
dimensions, including employment,
unemployment, population, and
real per capita personal income. It
also explores the emergence of new
industries in the area and discusses
the region’s prospects for future
growth. Throughout this report, we
compare the economic performance
of the Pittsburgh metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) not only to that
of the United States as a whole, but
also to that of a subset of historically
manufacturing-intensive metropolitan
areas that collectively this report terms
“the industrial heartland.”

The key results of this analysis are the
following:
•

Prior to the structural adjustments
affecting the steel industry, the
Pittsburgh metropolitan statistical
area (MSA) had been above the
US average in terms of its share of
manufacturing employment and
earnings, but by 1990, it was below
average along both dimensions.

•

While the Pittsburgh MSA suffered
greatly during and after the twin
recessions of the early 1980s, its
experience during and after the
Great Recession was altogether
different, with far-less-severe job
losses in percentage terms than
the nation’s and a more rapid
return to prerecession employment
levels.

•

The Pittsburgh MSA’s per capita
income fell below the nation’s
average during the 1980s, but it
rebounded by the beginning of the
1990s and was approximately
4 percent higher than the national
average by 2016.

The author would like to thank Sarah Mattson for her excellent research assistance.

•

While manufacturing is no longer
a source of specialization for the
region, industries associated with
management, mining and utilities,
healthcare, and education have
above-average employment in the
Pittsburgh MSA compared with
that of the nation. The MSA also
appears to be an emerging energy
and high-technology hub.

•

While the MSA was losing workers
in the early 1980s, more recently
it has attracted the young and
educated. By 2010, the Pittsburgh
MSA was in the top quintile among
the nation’s 100 most-populous
metro areas in terms of its share
of 25- to 35-year-olds with a
bachelor’s or advanced degree.
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Introduction
According to the United States Department of Labor, “the
1980s was a period of tremendous structural change for
US manufacturing. The two recessions at the beginning
of the period dislocated thousands of factory workers
and underscored the economy’s transition away from
the goods-producing sector.”1 Pittsburgh and places like
it—heavily invested in the manufacturing sector—bore
the brunt of these adjustments. The Pittsburgh MSA 2
was especially hard hit given its importance to national
steel production: Industrial activity associated with blast
furnaces and basic steel products3, 4 experienced one of
the sharpest employment declines in absolute terms during
the decade, shedding approximately 300,000 workers
nationally, or more than half the industry’s total workforce,
many of whom were employed in the Pittsburgh MSA. One
response to this event was a substantial outmigration of
individuals from the Pittsburgh MSA, leading to the MSA’s

recording the steepest decline in population during the
decade among the nation’s 50 largest MSAs. But accounts
also suggest that the area attempted to respond proactively
to the emerging new reality in a way that would welcome
other industries and set the stage for future growth. Recent
headlines speak to the remarkable transformation the area
has undergone since these events. Having shaken off its
Rust Belt roots, the Pittsburgh MSA can now lay claim to
being an emerging energy center and high-technology
hub. This report explores how the MSA’s economy has
evolved since the economic events of a generation ago in
comparison to and in contrast with the changes that have
occurred both nationally and in a set of similarly affected
manufacturing-intensive metro areas that this report
collectively terms the “industrial heartland.”5

The Pittsburgh MSA’s economic performance since the 1970s
Background
The 1970s and early 1980s were a difficult time
economically for the United States and Pittsburgh.
Nationally, the 1970s were bookended by oil price shocks;
in 1973 and 1974 and again in 1979, crude oil prices more
than doubled. In both cases, relatively severe recessions
followed. The recession that took place between 1973 and
1975 was, at 16 months in duration, the longest recession
in the post-World War II period to that point, and only two
months shorter than the duration of the Great Recession.
This length was tied in the second of the twin recessions
that occurred in the early 1980s,6 in which the national
unemployment rate reached its highest point since the
Great Depression—a record that still stands—at more than
11 percent.7
As difficult a period as this was for the nation, employment
declines were many times more severe in the Pittsburgh
MSA. In the November 1973 to March 1975 recession, for
instance, national employment declined 1.6 percent, but
employment in the Pittsburgh MSA fell 3.4 percent. During

the twin recessions of the early 1980s, national employment
declined 2.2 percent, but Pittsburgh MSA employment fell
8.5 percent. Worse still, while the nation enjoyed sizeable
employment gains during the 1970s and 1980s despite
these periodic interruptions in growth, the same cannot
be said for the Pittsburgh MSA. During that two-decade
period, the nation’s employment expanded by more than
50 percent, while the Pittsburgh MSA’s employment
expanded by only 4 percent.
These differences underscore the significance of the
structural changes that took place in the Pittsburgh MSA
and many other manufacturing-oriented areas across
the nation during this period. According to a BrookingsWharton paper, “In the decade between 1977 and 1987
the United States shed about 500,000 jobs in the auto
industry and 350,000 jobs in the steel industry, far
outstripping any other job losses [to that point] in recent
US history.”8 During the first five years of this period,
Allegheny County—the central county in the Pittsburgh
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MSA—lost nearly 16,000 steel-related jobs, or close to
3 percent of its overall employment. Other large, outlying
counties in the metro area suffered similar fates: Washington
County to the southwest lost nearly 2,000 steel-related jobs,
or about 2 percent of its overall employment, while Beaver
County to the northwest lost nearly 5,000 steel-related jobs,
or a staggering 6 percent of its overall employment.
While the manufacturing sector’s employment declines
were particularly pronounced during this period from the
1970s through the early 1980s, manufacturing’s importance
as a provider of employment in the US economy had been
diminishing for decades. At the end of the 1950s, about
1 in every 3.5 American jobs was associated with the
manufacturing sector. Two decades later, this ratio had
fallen to around 1 in every 5 jobs, and after the adjustments
of the late 1970s and early 1980s, the ratio fell further by the
turn of the millennium to about 1 in every 8 jobs.
Prior to these adjustments, the Pittsburgh MSA had been
above average in terms of both manufacturing employment
and earnings. In 1970, almost one-third of the Pittsburgh
MSA’s employment was attributable to the manufacturing
sector, about 4 percentage points higher than for the
nation as a whole. However, by 1990, the reverse was true:
Manufacturing employment in the MSA as a share of overall
employment was about 4 percentage points lower than the
national average and was a much smaller fraction of overall
employment in the MSA, at approximately 14 percent.
By 2010, this share had fallen further to about 7 percent
in the MSA. Manufacturing earnings as a share of overall
earnings followed a similar trajectory, accounting for nearly
40 percent of overall earnings for the area in 1970—just over
6 percentage points more than the sector’s contribution
to the nation’s metro area earnings at the time—but
constituting less than 9 percent of overall earnings in the
Pittsburgh MSA by 2016 (figure 1).9
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Figure 1. Manufacturing Share of MSA Earnings,
1969–2016
Percent of total private earnings

SIC

NAICS

45.1
40.7
34.9

Pittsburgh MSA
Industrial heartland MSAs
US MSAs

15.3
10.5
8.7

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Notes: Dashed vertical lines show years in which recessions began. Group averages
are weighted by population. The solid vertical line indicates the shift in industry coding
from Standard Industrial Codes (SIC) to the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS).

Other areas in the industrial heartland struggled
through these same structural adjustments, though the
consequences varied. For example, metro area employment
declines concentrated in the auto and steel industries in the
five years from 1977 to 1982 ranged from around 3,000 jobs
lost in the St. Louis area to nearly 19,000 jobs lost in the
Cleveland area to more than 75,000 jobs lost in the Detroit
area.10 The Pittsburgh MSA’s employment declines during
this period, primarily related to the steel industry, amounted
to about 23,000 jobs. Manufacturing’s contributions to
total earnings also diminished much more rapidly in the
Pittsburgh MSA than was the case for many of the industrial
heartland areas, highlighting how severe a shock the steel
industry’s collapse was to western Pennsylvania.
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Employment trends
The events of the 1970s and early 1980s have cast a long
shadow over an MSA whose central city many still refer to
as the “Steel City.” Pittsburgh emerged as an important
center of steel production in the 1870s, roughly a century
prior to these events. According to one account that
traces the early development of the steel industry, “By the
turn of the [twentieth] century, Pittsburgh would account
for more than half of all of the iron and steel made in the
United States, and twice as much as was then made in all
of England.”11 The area’s share of steel production would
diminish over time, however. Data from the American Iron
and Steel Institute show that Pennsylvania—with production
occurring largely in the western third of the state—saw its
share of domestic raw steel production fall from more than
40 percent in 1920 to less than 25 percent by 1960. By
1980, the state still accounted for about 20 percent of
domestic steel production, but within the next five years,
the state’s share would decline further, to less than
15 percent.
These adjustments, and the associated deep employment
declines of the early 1980s recessions, gave way to
regional employment growth during the ensuing expansion
(November 1982 to July 1990) that was about half as
strong as what was experienced nationally, according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics; job growth in the Pittsburgh
MSA amounted to about 10 percent during this period
compared to nearly 24 percent for the nation as a whole.
Because the job losses were so severe in the preceding
recession (July 1981 to November 1982) as the steel
industry confronted its challenges, cumulative employment
gains for the area during the entire recession–recovery
period, which lasted nine years, amounted to about
2 percent, while the nation experienced growth of about
20 percent. Even metro areas in the industrial heartland
fared better as a whole than did the Pittsburgh MSA.
During the 1980s, this group of metro areas experienced
employment growth of about 10 percent, less than half as
strong as the gains seen nationally but well above the slight
decline in employment posted by the Pittsburgh
MSA during the decade.12
The area’s relative underperformance in employment
growth continued during the three subsequent business
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cycles. The recession in the early 1990s (July 1990 to March
1991) was far milder than those that occurred about a
decade earlier. For both the Pittsburgh MSA and the nation,
cumulative job losses reached just more than 1 percent
before employment began to recover. The expansion that
followed (March 1991 to March 2001) remains the longest
expansion the nation has enjoyed and created more jobs—
24.2 million—than any other American expansion during
the post-World War II period. The nation’s employment
expanded by about 22 percent, and after accounting for
the losses sustained during the recession, it grew by about
21 percent for the entire recession–recovery episode. By
contrast, Pittsburgh MSA employment growth approached
about 9 percent for the full recession–recovery period.
Job gains have been even harder to come by in the new
millennium according to annual data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis. National employment expanded by
34 percent from 1985 to 2000 but just 15 percent from 2000
to 2015.13 The comparable figures for the Pittsburgh MSA are
about 21 percent from 1985 to 2000 and less than 6 percent
from 2000 to 2015. Interestingly, while industrial heartland
MSAs saw stronger gains than the Pittsburgh MSA in the
earlier period—with employment expanding 28 percent—they
collectively experienced weaker employment growth of just
more than 3 percent in the new millennium, a situation which
largely reflects the Pittsburgh MSA’s milder experience during
the Great Recession (figure 2).14

Figure 2. Employment,
1969–2016

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Notes: Dashed vertical lines show years in which recessions began. In this chart, a
value of 1.5 means that an area has seen a 50 percent expansion of its employment
level since 1969, while a value of 2.0 means a doubling of employment, or an increase
of 100 percent.
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The 2000s began with a recession that, like the one about
a decade earlier, was fairly mild. In fact, revisions suggest
that GDP grew slightly during this period.15 As a result,
cumulative job losses during the March 2001 to November
2001 recession were also relatively mild—just more than
1 percent in both the Pittsburgh MSA and the nation,
according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics—
but employment declines persisted well past the official
end of the recession. Cumulative job declines ultimately
approached around 3 percent in the Pittsburgh MSA and
2 percent nationally. The slow pace of job gains throughout
the early expansion meant that it took the nation nearly
four years from the time the recession started in March
2001 to return to the same prerecession employment level;
this process typically had taken less than two years in
post-World War II recession–recovery episodes. For the
Pittsburgh MSA, however, the jobs lost during the 2001
recession were never recovered in the ensuing expansion.
Instead, the area ended the expansion employing about
as many people as when the recession ended and about
1 percent fewer than when the recession began.
The Great Recession, however, was a different story.
Though it produced the sharpest declines in employment
that the nation has sustained since the Great Depression—
with cumulative national employment declines exceeding
5 percent as of the official end of the recession in June
2009 and 6 percent ultimately—employment declines in
the Pittsburgh MSA were about half as severe. For context,
the Pittsburgh MSA lost about 78,000 jobs during the twin
recessions of the early 1980s, or 8.5 percent of its overall
employment. By contrast, the Pittsburgh MSA lost close to
30,000 jobs (2.6 percent of overall employment) during the
Great Recession itself and close to 40,000 jobs ultimately
(3.3 percent of overall employment)—still severe, but far
less severe than the nation’s experience at the time or the
Pittsburgh MSA’s experience of 25 years earlier. Indeed,
among major American metro areas, the Pittsburgh MSA
was one of the first to recover the jobs it lost during the
Great Recession. It took the area about 3.75 years to return
to the employment level it achieved in December 2007, the
month the nation entered the Great Recession; it took the
nation almost 6.5 years to achieve the same milestone.
Despite this comparatively rapid recovery, employment
gains ever since have been modest. At the end of 2016, for
example, employment in the Pittsburgh MSA was about
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1.5 percent greater than it had been nine years earlier when
the Great Recession began; the nation’s employment, on
the other hand, was about 5 percent greater.

Unemployment rates
As one might expect, the relatively severe recessions of
the early 1980s and the coincident structural adjustments
affecting the manufacturing sector had sizeable impacts
on unemployment rates. As noted above, the nation’s
unemployment rate surpassed 11 percent in January 1983,
the highest rate recorded nationally in the post-Great
Depression era.16 In the Pittsburgh MSA—and in other
places heavily invested in the manufacturing sector—
unemployment rates reached even greater heights. In the
industrial heartland MSAs, for instance, unemployment
rates approached 12 percent around this time. The
Pittsburgh MSA’s peak unemployment rate in January 1983
exceeded 17 percent (figure 3 shows annual rates). This
average, however, masks what were often worse conditions
in individual counties across the area. The unemployment
rate in the area’s central county (Allegheny), at just less than
14 percent, was notably lower than the metro area’s
average, but unemployment rates reached as high as
27 percent in Beaver County, nearly 25 percent in Fayette
County, and 23 percent in Somerset and Cambria
Counties.17 Moreover, among the 50 most-populous metro
areas in 1980, the Pittsburgh MSA’s annual unemployment
rate in 1983—which was 15.7 percent—was exceeded by
only one other MSA’s: Detroit’s, at 17 percent.

Figure 3. Unemployment Rate,
1976–2016
Percent

5.7
5.1
4.9

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Notes: Dashed vertical lines show years in which recessions began. Group averages
are weighted by population.
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Nevertheless, despite being almost 6 percentage points
greater than the national average at the beginning of 1983,
the Pittsburgh MSA’s unemployment rate converged almost
completely with the national average within about four
years: The average monthly gap between the two rates
was 0.5 percentage points in 1987. Perhaps even more
remarkable is the fact that the area’s unemployment rate
generally remained below the national average for a period
of about four years from 1989 through 1992, only a decade
after the debilitating economic downturn the area had
sustained.
Researchers examining this episode in American economic
history find a “very rapid recovery in unemployment rates in
Rust Belt cities and counties” such that “[w]ithin five years,
unemployment rates in Rust Belt areas returned to the US
average.”18 According to this analysis, these unemployment
rate reductions in Rust Belt areas were accomplished
largely “through out-migration of people rather than
in-migration of jobs.” This conclusion is corroborated
by an account in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, which
included the following in a 2012 review of these events from
a generation ago: “The unemployment rate came down
after January 1983—slowly, painfully, not because people
were returning to work here but because the young and
able-bodied left the region, and thus its labor force.”19
Changes to the Pittsburgh MSA’s population during the
1980s are consistent with these explanations. While the
area’s population has fallen steadily since at least 1970—
from roughly 2.75 million to 2.35 million—the declines
during the 1980s were the steepest by far. During the
decade, population in the metro area fell by close to
200,000, or about 7 percent. For context, this represented
the steepest decline in population among the nation’s
50 largest metro areas during that decade.
Following the travails of the 1980s—and for the 15 years
prior to the Great Recession, from 1993 to 2007—the area’s
unemployment rate hewed closely to the national average,
with an average monthly difference during this period of
just 0.1 percentage points. Thereafter, however, the two
rates would diverge again for about five years (2008 to
2012) before converging. While the nation’s unemployment
rate would come close to matching the peak it achieved in
the early 1980s—reaching 10.6 percent in January 2010—
Pittsburgh’s unemployment rate exceeded 9 percent only
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briefly in the first two months of 2010. Industrial heartland
MSAs also saw their unemployment rates rise sharply
during this period, though the population-weighted average
unemployment rate for the group also remained below its
early 1980s peak.20 In some sense, this period from 2008
to 2012 was the opposite of what Pittsburgh experienced
early in the 1980s, with the metro area’s unemployment rate
remaining well below the national average throughout this
episode: on average about 1.3 percentage points below the
nation’s average during the five years from 2008 through
2012 and more than 2 percentage points below the nation’s
unemployment rate peak in late 2009. Indeed, this reversal
of fortune is illustrated by how the Pittsburgh MSA’s
unemployment rate compared to those of other major
MSAs during this period. In 2009, its unemployment rate
was among the 10 lowest for the 50 most-populous metro
areas,21 while Detroit’s was the worst once again, just as it
had been back in 1983.

Population and real per capita
personal income
The structural adjustments affecting the manufacturing
sector had a profound impact on the Pittsburgh MSA’s
income growth through the subsequent decades. In the
30-year period from 1980 to 2010, personal income in the
nation rose by roughly 440 percent. By contrast, personal
income in the Pittsburgh MSA during the same period
rose a far more modest 265 percent, just three-fifths of the
increase in income enjoyed by the nation. What accounts
for the disparity in these income trends? The variance,
it turns out, can be almost entirely accounted for by
differences in the two areas’ population growth.
During this 30-year period, the nation’s population grew
at an annual rate of 1.0 percent, while the population in
the Pittsburgh MSA fell by 0.4 percent per year, a growth
differential of 1.4 percentage points. Even the industrial
heartland MSAs saw positive population growth during
this period, with annual increases averaging about
0.3 percent. Though the Pittsburgh MSA’s population
declines intensified in the 1980s, they continued unabated
in the subsequent two decades (figure 4). During the same
30-year period, personal income grew at an annual rate
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Figure 4. Population,
1969–2016

Figure 5. Real per Capita Personal Income,
1969–2016
2016 dollars

Indexed population, relative to 1969

Pittsburgh MSA
Industrial heartland MSAs
US MSAs
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1.7

Pittsburgh MSA
Industrial heartland MSAs
US

1.1

0.8

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Note: Dashed vertical lines show years in which recessions began.

of 5.8 percent in the nation, but only 4.4 percent in the
Pittsburgh MSA—also a growth differential of
1.4 percentage points. The implication is clear, though it
might seem surprising: Growth in income per capita during
these 30 years in the two areas was almost identical,
roughly 4.8 percent per year, before any adjustments are
made for inflation. That’s because growth in an area’s
personal income can come from just two sources: growth
in population and growth in income per person. Essentially,
an area can add to its total income by adding more people
who are working, by improving the incomes of those
already there, or both.
It isn’t that per capita incomes and the associated growth
rates can’t differ across metro areas and the nation. They
certainly can and did in the Pittsburgh MSA throughout the
1980s. Indeed, after the economic shock sustained by the
Pittsburgh MSA in the early 1980s, its income per capita fell
from being 2.6 percent higher than the national average in
1980 to being 4.4 percent lower than the national average
toward the end of the decade. This decline was consistent
with the experience of other metro areas in the industrial
heartland. In a Brookings-Wharton paper, James Donald
Feyrer and his colleagues note that “the loss of thousands
of high-paying (union) jobs [during this period] removed the
Rust Belt’s income advantage.”22 But this divergence did
not persist for the Pittsburgh MSA or other Rust Belt MSAs.
In fact, for the Pittsburgh MSA, the divergence between its
income per capita and that of the nation was erased entirely
by the early 1990s. Throughout the 1990s, the Pittsburgh
MSA’s per capita income was on average about 1 percent

Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bureau of Labor Statistics via Haver Analytics.
Notes: Dashed vertical lines show years in which recessions began. Group averages
are weighted by population.

higher than the national average, but that difference, too,
would be eroded over time until the Pittsburgh MSA’s per
capita income came to equal the national average by the
mid-2000s (figure 5).
Incomes per capita tend to converge over time across
states and metro areas. One study, which examined US
states during slightly more than a century beginning in
the late 1800s, found that per capita incomes tended to
converge at a rate of about 2 percent per year during this
period.23 If factors of production such as labor and capital
are mobile, then over time they should migrate to the areas
in which they can command the greatest returns. In a place
such as Pittsburgh, after the severe shock of the early
1980s, this logic suggests that some combination of the
following took place: Either firms moved to the region to
take advantage of a newly available pool of labor at lower
wages or the newly available workers migrated elsewhere in
search of other opportunities. As a result, wage rates would
be bid back up regardless, either because of an increase in
the demand for labor or a decrease in the supply of labor.
Indeed, both an increase in labor demand and a decrease
in labor supply appear to have taken place in the Pittsburgh
MSA. As mentioned earlier, the area’s population declined
sharply during the 1980s, suggesting that some of the
adjustment occurred through the outmigration of workers.
But accounts also suggest that the area attempted to
respond to the emerging new reality in a way that would
welcome other industries and set the stage for future
growth. Writing in the early 1990s, economist Elizabeth
Hoffman observed the following:
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[Pittsburgh] responded by mobilizing to create a new
way of life. Strict pollution control laws were enacted
and enforced, turning a city that only steelworkers
could love into a beautiful place in which to live. Light
manufacturing, service, and banking establishments
relocated to Pittsburgh to take advantage of the labor
force. The growth of high-tech industries led to an
increase in opportunities for college graduates with
training in engineering, computer, and health care
skills.24
According to Hoffman, this collective regional response
was so successful that it attracted attention from around
the world: “Pittsburgh had become a model for other
former steel towns; representatives from outmoded factory
districts as far away as Germany and France came to
Pittsburgh to study the way the city had successfully made
the switch.”25
Still, factors both natural and human-made can limit the
degree to which complete income convergence takes
place. For instance, there may be fixed, nonmobile factors,
such as an important natural resource, that confer upon
an area some sort of economic advantage. The opposite
could be true, too; natural disadvantages—for instance,
an area’s remoteness, which might make that area more
costly to trade with—would tend to keep such an area’s per
capita income lower than the national average. Regarding
human-made factors, the existence of meaningful policy
differences across areas is another element that could
keep complete income convergence from occurring. In fact,
recent scholarship from the Brookings Institution suggests
that stricter land-use regulations in some areas since
1980 have made it either more costly or otherwise more
difficult for these areas to grow their respective housing
stocks.26 The result has been an increase in home prices
that exceeds wage growth, a situation that has limited labor
mobility for some groups and thereby limited one of the
mechanisms that would have driven income convergence.
In the Pittsburgh MSA, the emergence of an important
natural resource midway through the last decade seems
to have driven its divergence in income per capita relative
to the national average since then. In 2005, the area’s per
capita income was essentially equal to the national average,
but by 2010, the Pittsburgh MSA’s per capita income was
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about 6 percent higher than the national average and
remained 4 percent higher than the national average in
2016. The timing of this divergence coincides with the shale
boom in Pennsylvania and the state’s emergence as an
important producer of domestic natural gas.
By 2005, drilling began to take place in a number of
Pennsylvania counties.27 The rapid rise of the industry in
the state has been striking. Almost half of Pennsylvania’s
67 counties had some form of oil and gas activity from 2014
through 2016, just a decade after the first unconventional
wells were drilled. Moreover, the Marcellus Shale, which
is centered in Pennsylvania, had by then become the
most productive shale “play” for natural gas in the nation,
accounting for about 40 percent of shale-related domestic
gas production and propelling Pennsylvania to the status of
second-largest producer of domestic natural gas, behind
Texas. By 2016, Pennsylvania’s natural gas production was
more than 30 times higher than that of a decade earlier
in 2006, increasing from 176 billion cubic feet to 5,313
billion cubic feet.28 Much of this activity occurred in the
northeastern and southwestern parts of Pennsylvania.
Indeed, Washington County, which is in the state’s
southwestern corner and is part of the Pittsburgh MSA,
had the highest number of active wells in the state as of
December 2016.
Whether the shale boom is primarily responsible for the
increase in the area’s per capita income relative to the
national average or the timing is merely a coincidence
is difficult to determine. One imperfect way to attempt
to make this determination is to use employment and
earnings data, since labor earnings are typically the largest
component of personal income.29, 30 For this exercise, we
would begin by assuming that Pittsburgh MSA employment
and earnings for a given industry grew at the same rate
as occurred nationally from the mid-2000s—when per
capita personal income was roughly equal in the two
geographies—to 2016. We would then compare these
(naïve) projections with what actually happened, an exercise
that would allow us to see which industries saw stronger or
weaker earnings and employment gains than projected and,
accordingly, which industries were driving income growth
beyond what might have been expected based on national
trends.
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According to this exercise, the mining industry was a clear
outlier, contributing almost two-and-a-half times more
income to the area than would have been projected based
on national developments alone. Some of this difference
can be accounted for by the industry’s wages being more
than 20 percent higher in the Pittsburgh area by 2016
than this exercise projected; but most of the increase is
a result of the considerable expansion in employment
in the industry, employment which grew to be twice as
large by 2016 as projected. No other major industry in
Pittsburgh saw as substantial a deviation from its projected
contribution to personal income in the area as mining,
which contributed 130 percent more to the area’s personal
income than projected. After mining, the two industries that
saw the strongest over-performance were management
and arts, entertainment, and recreation, each adding
about 20 percent more to the area’s personal income
than projected. Professional, scientific, and technical
services—a category that includes activities such as
software design and development and scientific research
services—added about what would be expected based on
national developments, while sectors such as healthcare
and education contributed less to the area’s total income
than projected.

The changing composition of
the Pittsburgh MSA’s economy
and its future prospects
The Pittsburgh MSA has undergone a considerable
transformation in the last generation. The opening of offices
in recent years by major technology companies Google,
Apple, and Uber has helped to cement the notion that the
Pittsburgh MSA has become a bona fide high-technology
hub. At roughly the same time, the area has emerged as an
important energy center. In these developments, Pittsburgh
has moved beyond its relatively recent Rust Belt past. The
Pittsburgh MSA went from having an above-average share
of manufacturing employment prior to the developments of
a generation ago to having a below-average share by the
end of the 1980s. The latter status remains true today, and
one can see it in the industry’s location quotient, a statistic
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which measures an area’s industrial specialization.31 To
calculate such a statistic, we divide the Pittsburgh MSA’s
share of employment in an industry by that same industry’s
share of national employment. Location quotients greater
than 1.0 suggest specialization, while those less than 1.0
indicate the opposite. As recently as 2016, the Pittsburgh
MSA’s location quotient for manufacturing was 0.9.
If manufacturing is, in general, no longer a source of
specialization in the region, what industry or industries
have moved to take its place? There are several answers.
The management of companies and enterprises, very
often in offices that serve as headquarters, remains an
important source of specialization in the area (table 1). The
Pittsburgh MSA hosts the headquarters of six Fortune 500
companies, including US Steel, PNC Financial Services,
and PPG Industries. In addition, although they are relatively
small employers, both mining and utilities—driven by
developments in shale gas—also have above-average
representation in the region, with local employment shares
at least 35 percent higher than national employment shares.
Finally, education and healthcare are also sources of
specialization. In 2016, area employment in education was
almost twice the share as in the nation, and healthcare had
an employment share that was about 30 percent higher than
in the nation. By one estimate, the Pittsburgh MSA is home
to the sixth-largest concentration of college students in the
country,32 while the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
(UPMC), one of the 20 largest nonprofit hospital systems in
the country, is Pennsylvania’s largest private employer.33
How specialized the Pittsburgh MSA is in high technology,
however, is more difficult to determine, as a “hightechnology industry” is not defined in the government’s
industrial classification system. Instead, activities that
one might think of as related to emerging or advanced
technologies or their development can be found across
industries.34 One way to address this lack of definition is
to focus on the activities themselves and attempt to
determine the extent to which they are occurring in
different industries. The Labor Department has done
this by taking science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) occupations as a proxy for hightechnology activities and determining the share of these
jobs in each industry. Industries with the highest shares of
these workers are classified as high-technology industries.
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Table 1. Location Quotients and Employment by Major Industry Groups,
Pittsburgh MSA, 2016
Location
quotient

Employment

Average
weekly
wage ($)

Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting

0.1

1,059

520

Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction

1.7

8,231

1,868

Utilities

1.4

5,767

1,994

Construction

1.0

51,258

1,149

Manufacturing

0.9

85,273

1,164

Wholesale trade

0.8

37,079

1,296

Retail trade

1.0

125,187

532

Transportation and warehousing

1.0

35,765

876

Information

0.8

16,540

1,496

Finance and insurance

1.2

54,349

1,528

Real estate and rental and leasing

0.8

13,764

1,135

Professional, scientific, and technical services

1.1

78,130

1,587

Management of companies and enterprises

2.2

37,969

2,387

Administrative and waste services

0.8

51,893

671

Educational services

1.8

37,711

1,070

Health care and social assistance

1.3

189,348

945

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

1.2

20,922

828

Accommodation and food services

0.9

96,666

330

Other services, except public administration

1.2

39,034

592

NAICS industry

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages.
Note: Industries are defined at the 2-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) level.

Applying this methodology to the Pittsburgh MSA suggests
that the share of workers employed in a high-technology
industry grew in Pittsburgh relative to other large metro
areas from 2007 through the early part of the recovery
in 2011; from 2011 through 2015, the most recent period

for which we have data, the Pittsburgh MSA’s share of
employment in these industries stabilized near the median
value for the 50 most-populous metro areas, at around
5.5 percent.
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This approach also highlights that the Pittsburgh MSA
has become more specialized in certain high-technology
industries between 2007 and 2015. The most dramatic
growth came from medical technology, particularly
electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus
manufacturing, a field that approximately doubled in
employment during the period. Rapid growth also occurred
in research and development in the physical, engineering,
and life sciences, an industry that is around one-and-a-half
times the size it was in 2007. Two other high-technology
industries that grew substantially during the period include
computer systems design and related services and
engineering services. These two industries added more
than 2,000 jobs each to the local economy during this
period.35
In addition, a 2017 report from the Brookings Institution
discusses the region’s increasing importance as a hightechnology center, noting that “Pittsburgh possesses
significant innovation assets.”36 The report indicates that
the Pittsburgh MSA supports substantial research activity
in a number of industries associated with advanced
technologies, among them robotics, pharmaceutical
and medicine manufacturing, software engineering, and
artificial intelligence—all industries in which the Pittsburgh
MSA hosts at least twice as much research activity as the
national average. Nevertheless, these industries also tend
to have a smaller share of employment locally than the
national average, a situation which Brookings identifies
as an opportunity for policymakers and public officials.
Capitalizing on this concentration of research activity in a
number of next-generation industries could bring broader
economic benefits to the region and its residents. To that
end, the report suggests trying to strengthen and support
a few promising industries—specifically, robotics and
advanced manufacturing, life sciences, and autonomous
systems—and tying the research occurring in these
industries more closely to other industries in the region. The
report also suggests strengthening workforce development
efforts so that the economic benefits of these advances can
be shared more broadly.
While work remains, as the Brookings study suggests, the
transformation in the Pittsburgh MSA’s economy during
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the last generation has been considerable as the area
has moved from rust to renewal, and attracted national
attention in the process. In recent years, various headlines
have noted the transformation, both economic and
aesthetic. With respect to the region’s economy, a New
York Times story was headlined “Pittsburgh Thrives after
Casting Steel Aside,”37 while a piece from NPR was titled
“From Steel to Tech, Pittsburgh Transforms Itself.”38 Others
have taken note of how the area’s amenities have improved.
The Economist in 2014 called Pittsburgh the most livable
location in the continental United States,39 while The
Atlantic has reported on how the arts and green riverfronts
have helped to revitalize the region.40 The result of this
transformation has been the attraction of young, educated
workers who are likely to propel the Pittsburgh MSA’s
economy now and into the future41 given research indicating
that, in the United States since 1980, the proportion of
well-educated workers in a metro area has been positively
correlated with the area’s economic performance.42
While the Pittsburgh MSA’s overall college completion
rates are about average (figure 6) among the 100 largest
metro areas in the nation, according to data from the 2010
Census, the Pittsburgh MSA was in the top quintile in terms
of its proportion of 25- to 35-year-olds with a bachelor’s or
advanced degree. This is a stark contrast from the situation
30 years earlier, when the young and able-bodied were
leaving the area in droves, and a hopeful sign of the region’s
renewed economic vitality and promising future prospects.

Figure 6. Percentage of Adults with a B
 achelor’s
Degree or Higher, 1970–2010
Percentage of adults 25 and older

Source: Integrated Public Use Microdata Series.
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